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Functional approaches for predicting land
use with the temporal evolution of coarse
resolution remote sensing data

HERVÉ CARDOT, ROBERT FAIVRE & MICHEL GOULARD, INRA
Toulouse, Biométrie et Intelligence Artificielle, 31326 Castanet-Tolosan cedex, France

 The sensor SPOT 4/Végétation gives every day satellite images of Europe
with medium spatial resolution, each pixel corresponding to an area of 1 kmî1 km. Such
data are useful to characterize the development of the vegetation at a large scale. The
pixels, named ‘mixed’ pixels, aggregate information of different crops and thus different
themes of interest (wheat, corn, forest, . . .). We aim at estimating the land use when
observing the temporal evolution of reflectances of mixed pixels. The statistical problem is
to predict proportions with longitudinal covariates. We compared two functional
approaches. The first relies on varying-time regression models and the second is an
extension of the multilogit model for functional data. The comparison is achieved on a
small area on which the land use is known. Satellite data were collected between March
and August 1998. The functional multilogit model gives better predictions and the use of
composite vegetation index is more efficient.

1 Land use and mixed pixels

On board SPOT 4, a satellite launched in March 1998, the Végétation sensor
gives, at a high temporal resolution, daily images of Europe at a coarse spatial
resolution, each pixel corresponding to a ground area of 1 km2. The information
given by this sensor are the reflectances, i.e. the proportion of reflected radiation
in the four spectral bands, Blue, Red, Near Infra-Red and Short Infra-Red. This
information allows one to characterize the development of vegetation and crops at
the scale of a small country (Tucker, 1979). Because, in Europe and particularly
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in France, the size of plots is much less than 1 km2, the observed reflectances are
a mixture of different information since they contain different agricultural plots
(maize, wheat, forest, . . .); such pixels are named mixed pixels.

Our aim is to estimate the land use, i.e. the proportion of each type of culture
or land cover inside each mixed pixel. Despite the medium spatial resolution, we
take advantage of the high temporal resolution of such a sensor to derive estimations
of the land use.

The classical land cover characterization deals with high spatial resolution data
(Landsat data or SPOT 4/HRV sensor with a resolution of 30 m and 20 m
respectively). The most well-known methods are classifications, supervised or not
(Richards, 1994); the multispectral bands at two or three different dates during
the season permit us to cluster pixels into predefined (or not) classes of the cover.
At such a resolution, the problems related to mixed pixels concern only plot
boundaries, edge detection, and classification methods give a binary yes or no
affectation to classes that are natural classes (wheat, maize, sunflower, etc). When
dealing with coarse spatial resolution, pure pixels are difficult to define, except if
we consider composite classes. This is the main concern of land cover mapping of
large areas, especially in the context of a global change study as an entry of the
climate models (a special issue of the International Journal of Remote Sensing is
dedicated to global and regional land cover characterization from satellite data,
introduced by Defries & Belward, 2000). We are not interested in defining
composite classes because they are difficult to use as entries of crop growth models
and we aim at estimating directly the proportions of pure classes in each pixel of
our images.

When observing mixed pixels, the reflectance is a function of the characteristic
reflectances of each particular crop. In the considered visible and near infra-red
wavelengths, we assume the combination is linear. The reflectance Yi(t) of a pixel
i at date t is then written as:

Yi(t)ó;
p

jó1
ni joi j(t)òei(t) (1)

where oi j(t) and ni j are the characteristic reflectance and the proportion of land use
of crop j in pixel i, and ei(t) is an error term. We assume that the land use is fixed
during the observation period (about 6 months). With such a model, two questions
of interest arise.

(1) How can we estimate the characteristic reflectance oi j(t) knowing the propor-
tions ni j?

(2) How can we estimate the land use ni j in each pixel knowing the aggregated
reflectances Yi(t)?

Faivre & Fischer (1997) proposed a statistical approach for answering the first
question. A random coefficient linear model was built to estimate the distribution
of the characteristic reflectances assuming the land use was known. Unmixing or
disaggregation was performed independently on each image, i.e. at each date, and
Faivre et al. (2000) assimilated the predicted local reflectances of wheat into a crop
growth model in order to predict the total production of winter wheat at a
regional scale.

Our work deals with the second question; that is, to estimate the land use from
the temporal evolution of the pixels. In fact, estimating acreage is the first step in
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predicting regional crop productions. The two sources of available information are
the measures in the frequency domain, but unfortunately we only have these
measures at four different frequencies, and the temporal evolution of the reflectance
of each pixel. We consider the latter to propose two non-parametric approaches to
predict the land use.

The first approach is the most natural one. It consists of assuming that model
(1) is the true model and the characteristic curves oi j do not vary with the location
(i.e. with pixel i). By means of varying-time regression models (Hastie & Tibshirani,
1993; Hoover et al., 1998) we can obtain global non-parametric estimations of
these characteristic curves. We are then able to estimate the vector of proportions
in another region by considering a constrained least squares estimator.

The second approach is direct and is based on an extension of the generalized
linear models (McCullagh & Nelder, 1989) for functional data (Ramsay & Sil-
verman, 1997). The proportions are assumed to be drawn from a multinomial
distribution whose parameters depend on the temporal evolution of the reflectance.
If we suppose that the covariates are the observed reflectances along time, these
covariates are too numerous and too highly correlated to be used directly in a
multilogit model. We reduce the dimension by means of a functional principal
components analysis (Deville, 1974; Ramsay & Silverman, 1997) and we use the
principal components as covariates. Such a strategy has already been adopted by
Cardot et al. (1999) in the setting of a functional linear model. Afterwards, the
principal components are selected by means of a test based on the likelihood ratio.

A comparison of the two approaches is done in a small region of the North-West
of France, of size 1600 km2, in which we know the land use. We considered images
from the sensor Végétation between March and August 1998. We compare the
predictions obtained for each channel separately and two vegetation indices in
order to evaluate the potential of each channel to predict land use.

In the following, we first present the data and give notations. In the third and
fourth sections, we describe the two different statistical approaches. These methods
are compared in the last section. From a computational point of view, the
procedures are written in MATLAB and are available on request. More details
may be found in Cardot et al. (2000).

2 Notations and presentation of the data

The studied area is the county of Chartres whose size is about 40 kmî40 km. It
is located in the North-West of France and it is a pilot site of the European project
MARS (Monitoring Agriculture with Remote Sensing) in which we know the land
use with good precision (see Fig. 1). The vectors of proportions of land use at the
Vegetation pixel resolution in this area (Fig. 2) were computed thanks to the high
resolution data.

Let us denote by ni j, jó1, . . . , p, the proportion of land use of crop j in pixel i
of 1 km2. By construction, ni jP0 and &jni jó1 for ió1, . . . , nó1554. Ten (pó10)
different classes of crops were present in this area and the mean value of their
proportion is given in Table 1.

We also have satellite data given by the sensor Végétation at a high temporal
frequency (theoretically each day) for four channels (Blue, Red, Near Infra-Red
and Short Wavelength Infra-Red) between March 1998 and August 1998. We built
vegetation indices that are frequently used in bioclimatology and remote sensing.
These indices are the NDVI (Normalized Difference Vegetation Index, Tucker,
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F. 1. Land use map in the county of Chartres at high resolution.

1979) and PVI (Perpendicular Vegetation Index, Richardson & Wiegang, 1977).
They are obtained from the reflectances in the Red (R) and the NIR:

NDVI(t)óNIR(t)ñR(t)
NIR(t)òR(t)

(2)

PVI(t)óNIR(t)ñaR(t)

�1òa2
with aó1.2 (3)

The curves of reflectance in each channel for each pixel i are denoted by
Yió[Yi(t1), . . . , Yi(tK)]T where t1\. . .\tk\. . .\tK are the instants of measure.
The time is normalized so that t1ó0 and tKó1. The images in which the clouds
were too important were removed to finally get 39 different discretization points
(Kó39).

3 The characteristic curves approach

We suppose that the reflectance of each crop does not depend on the location of
the pixels so that model (1) becomes simpler,
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F. 2. Land use in the county of Chartres at the low resolution 1 kmî1 km.

T 1. Mean proportion of each class

Land use Percentage

Urban 6.07
Water 0.32
Rapeseed 11.81
Winter crops 49.13
Spring crops 0.60
Peas 11.51
Summer crops 2.01
Permanent crops 4.27
Forest 13.50
Potatoes 0.79

Yi(tK)ó;
p

jó1
ni joj(tk)òei(tk)

ió1, . . . , n

kó1, . . . , K
(4)

To predict the proportions ni j, we will proceed in two steps:

Step 1. Estimation of the characteristic curves oj of each crop j,
Step 2. Prediction of the land use with the help of the estimated curves obtained

in the first step.

Let Yió[Yi(t1), . . . , Yi(tK)]T denote the discretized trajectory of the reflectance
of the ith pixel.
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3.1 Global estimation of the characteristic curves

We propose to estimate simultaneously all the characteristic curves with a varying
time regression approach similar to the one studied by Hoover et al. (1998). We
can suppose these curves are smooth, that is to say the biological phenomenons
and the growth of crops do not occur too rapidly. Then we can approximate them
by smooth functions such as B-splines (Dierckx, 1993). Let {B1, . . . , Bqòd} denote
a basis of B-splines functions of order q with d interior knots. We approximate the
curves oj as follows:

õj(tk)ó;
qòd

ró1
h̃rjBr(tk) (5)

and then estimate the vectors of coordinates by minimizing in �

J(�, �)ó;
n

ió1

;
K

kó1
wk�Yi(tk)ñ�;

p

jó1
ni jõj(tk)��

2

ò;
p

jó1
jjR(õj) (6)

The smoothing parameters jj allow us to control the smoothness of the solutions
by means of the penalty

R(õj)ó�
1

0 �
d2

dt2
(õj(t))�

2

dt (7)

The weights wk are associated to a quadrature rule and we took w1ó(t2ñt1)/2,
wKó(tKñtKñ1 )/2, wkó(tkò1ñtkñ1 )/2, kó2, . . . , Kñ1. Let W define the diagonal
matrix with diagonal elements wk. Let B denote the matrix with elements
[B]króBr(tk), kó1, . . . , K and ró1, . . . , kòd, and BT(t)ó[B1(t), . . . , Bqòd(t)].
The penalty (7) may be expressed matricially (O’Sullivan, 1986),

R(õj)ó �̃T
j P2 �̃j

where �̃jó(h̃1j, . . . , h̃(qòd)j)T. The solutions �̂T
j ó(ĥ1j, . . . , ĥ(qòd)j), jó1, . . . , p, of

equation (6) are equivalently given by solving the system of equations

;
p

j @ó1
Ajj @ �̂j @òjjP2 �̂jóQj, jó1, . . . , p (8)

with Ajj @ó(&n
ió1ni jni j @BTWB) and Qjó&n

ió1ni jBTWYi.
The solutions of equation (8) are obtained by applying the iterative Backfitting

algorithm (Hastie & Tibshirani, 1993). In the implementation, we took jójj,
jó1, . . . , p and chose its value by cross-validation (Green & Silverman, 1994).

3.2 Prediction of land use by constrained regression

We want to achieve prediction on a new pixel u or, in other words, we want to
estimate the land use for u given the evolution of its reflectance Yuó(Yu(tu,1), . . . ,
Y

l
(tu,Ku

)) at design points, tu,1\. . .\tu,Ku. Note that these design points can be
different than those used to estimate the characteristic curves.
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The B-spline approximations allow us to extrapolate the values of the character-
istic curves at these new design points and the prediction of the vector of proportion
�uó(nu1, . . . ,nup) is obtained by minimizing

Argmin
�u éRp

;
Ku

kó1
wu,k�Yu(tu,k)ñ;

p

jó1
nuj ôj(tu,k)�

2

(9)

under the constraints that nujP0 and &p
jó1nujó1. The new quadrature weights wu,k

depend on the new design points.

4 The multilogit model for functional data

We suppose now that the proportions ni j given the temporal evolution of the
reflectance {Yi(t), t éTó[0, 1]} can be modelled as resulting from a multinomial
distribution whose parameters satisfy

E(ni j DYi)ó

exp�djò�T

bj(t)(Yi(t)ñE(Yi(t))) dt�
;p

ló1 exp�dlò�T

bl(t)(Yi(t)ñE(Yi(t))) dt�
(10)

We can give a sketch of interpretation on this approach. Indeed, each coarse
resolution pixel is assumed to be composed of numerous small agricultural plots
of similar area. Each of these plots of a pixel i is, with a probability E(ni j DYi), of
the theme j of the land use. Thus, the number of plots of the themes exactly follows
a multinomial distribution and we observe the proportions.

For identifiability reasons we took bpó0 and dpó0. Then, model (10) can be
written, for jó1, . . . , pñ1,

log�E(nij DYi)
E(nip DYi)�ódjò�T

bj(t)Xi(t) dt (11)

where Xi(t)óYi(t)ñE(Yi(t)). Each functional coefficient bj may have an inter-
pretation by comparison to the reference function bpó0. For instance, if bj is a
positive function, then the ratio of the proportion will be higher than the mean
value and thus the class j will be more important in the pixel i, if the centred
reflectance curve is positive. Nevertheless, if the estimations have oscillating
features, giving an interpretation may be a hard task.

We aim at estimating the vector �ó(d1, . . . , dpñ1 )T and the functional coefficients
bj(t), jó1, . . . , pñ1. The estimations are obtained by means of the maximum
likelihood but we have to reduce the dimension in order to reduce the computation
time and obtain sufficiently stable estimators. Another way to reach this is to
penalize the likelihood, as was done in Marx & Eilers (1999). Nevertheless, it
appears to us that this approach would need much more computation than we
propose, in particular to choose the values of the smoothing parameters.

4.1 Maximum likelihood estimator

In the setting of generalized linear models, an extensive literature exists on the
maximum likelihood principle (see, for example, McCullagh & Nelder, 1989, and
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Fahrmeir & Tutz, 1994, for seminal references). In our functional setting, if we
suppose that the pixels are independent given the Yi, we can give an approximation
to the log-likelihood

log LóCò;
n

ió1

;
p

jó1
ni j (djò�T

bj(t)Xi(t) dt) (12)

ñ log�;
p

jó1
exp�djò�T

bj(t)Xi(t) dt�� (13)

where C is a constant that does not depend on the parameters. The likelihood is
evaluated by approximating the integrals with quadrature schemes.

Let XióYiñ1
n&n

ió1 Yi denote the ith centred discretized curve. An approximation
of model (10) is given by

�T

bj(t)Xi(t) dtB;
K

kó1
wkbjkXik (14)

where XikóXi(tk), b
l
kób

l
(tk) and the wk are the weights associated with the

quadrature scheme. Nevertheless, the number of parameters (óKî(pñ1)) of
this model is too large to give satisfactory estimates.

4.2 Reducing the dimension

In the setting of the functional linear regression, Hastie & Mallows (1993) have
proposed adapting the principal components regression to the functional case and
Cardot et al. (1999) have shown the consistency of this estimator. Thus, in a first
step, we perform a functional principal components analysis (see Deville, 1974,
for a seminal work and also Ramsay & Silverman, 1997) which permits us to
reduce the dimension of the data in an optimal way according to the variance. This
procedure relies on the spectral decomposition of the covariance operator of the
curves Yi(t), which is approximated by the covariance matrix

!nó
1
n
;

n

ió1
XiXT

i W with metric W

The eigenelements (j̃
l
, ṽ

l
) satisfy

!n ṽ
l
ój̃

l
ṽ
l

with j̃1Pj̃2P. . . and ṽT

l1Wṽ
l
2ó1 if l2ól1 and 0 if l2Öl1. The best linear

approximation of the discretized trajectories in a q dimensional subspace is obtained
by projection on the first q eigenvectors and we may write:

�T

Xi(t)bj(t) dtB;
q

l
ó1

c̃i
l
�T

j Wṽ
l

(15)

The new covariates are now the principal components c̃i
l
óXT

i Wṽ
l

and the
parameters to be estimated are the coordinates aj

l
ó�T

j Wṽ
l

of the functional
coefficients bj on the eigenfunctions ṽ

l
:
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bj(t)B;
q

ló1
aj

l
ṽ
l
(t) (16)

the functions ṽ
l
(t) being derived by spline interpolation of the eigenvectors ṽ

l
.

Afterwards, we can express the part of log likelihood that depends on the
parameters as follows:

log Ló;
n

ió1

;
p

jó1
ni j�djò;

q

kó1
ajk c̃ik�

(17)

ñ;
n

ió1
log�;

p

ló1
exp�dlò;

q

kó1
alk c̃ik��

and maximizes it in ajk and dj, jó1, . . . , pñ1, kó1, . . . , q.
The number of parameters may still be large and we decided to select the most

significative ones by means of the likelihood ratio test (Lehmann, 1986) with an
ascendant procedure.

4.3 Prediction of land use

The prediction of the vector of proportions of a new pixel u is done in three steps.
The trajectory Yu is first interpolated to get values of the reflectance at instants
t1, . . . , tK. Then, the mean trajectory nñ1&n

ió1 Xi is subtracted in order to obtain
the centred discretized trajectory Xu and the principal components c̃uk. The
prediction for the proportion of the different crops is done by

n̂ujó

exp�d̂jò;
q

kó1
c̃uk âjk�

;
p

ló1
exp�d̂lò;

q

kó1
c̃uk âlk�

jó1, . . . , p (18)

5 Application to satellite data

The data consist in the observation of nó1554 pixels at Kó39 distinct instants
in four channels. We drew a sample, named the learning sample, which contains
1055 pixels. It was used to estimate the parameters and to select the ‘best’ models.
The other 499 pixels were used to make the comparisons. We chose the following
criterion to evaluate the ability of each method to give good predictions:

Cijó
Dni jñn̂i j D
n.j

(19)

where n.jó 1
499&499

ió1ni j is the mean proportion of class j in the test sample. We also
considered the most simple model, named M0, as a benchmark to indicate if it is
worth building sophisticated statistical models. It consists of predicting the land
use of one crop by its empirical mean in the learning sample. This is a particular
case of the multilogit model with no covariates.
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The comparisons were done for each channel, Blue (B), Red (R), Near Infra-
Red (NIR) and Short Wave Infra-Red (SWIR) and for the vegetation indices NDVI
and PVI.

5.1 Characteristic curves

The order of the B-splines was qó4 and we considered dó5 interior knots located
at the quantiles of the design points.

The characteristic curves obtained for the NDVI are presented in Fig. 3. We
notice that curves associated with the crops ‘rapeseed’ and ‘winter crops’ are very
similar. Let us also notice the stability along time of the curve associated with the
class ‘urban’.

The median errors are given in Table 2 and we can immediately see that
predictions are better with the indices NDVI and PVI than with the original
channels. For instance, the error is divided by three, compared with the reference
model M0, for the classes ‘summer crops’, ‘urban’ and ‘forest’. Nevertheless, some
important classes, such as ‘winter crops’, ‘rapeseed’ and ‘peas’, are really badly
predicted with this approach.

These poor results may have the following explanation. Indeed, we noticed that
some transfer between crops occurs with this method. This is clearly seen on the
mean prediction of each crop on the test sample (see Table 3). There is an
underestimation of the class ‘winter crops’ and an overestimation of the class

F. 3. Characteristic curves for the NDVI index.
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T 2. Median errors on the test sample for the characteristic curves approach and the reference
model M0. Bold face numbers correspond to the best predictions and underlined numbers indicate that

M0 gives better prediction

Themes NDVI PVI Blue Red NIR SWIR M0

Urban 0.19 0.18 0.18 0.13 0.48 0.18 0.86
Water 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.30
Rapeseed 0.90 1.15 0.82 1.19 1.01 1.26 0.59
Winter crops 0.35 0.49 0.36 0.51 0.41 0.57 0.30
Spring crops 0.49 0.85 0.49 0.43 0.67 0.43 0.69
Peas 0.77 0.94 0.81 0.98 0.84 0.86 0.63
Summer crops 0.21 0.23 3.41 0.34 0.19 0.21 0.88
Permanent crops 0.79 0.72 1.01 0.78 0.91 0.95 0.61
Forest 0.36 0.33 0.48 0.54 0.37 0.34 0.98
Potatoes 0.37 0.24 0.23 0.30 0.72 0.30 1.30

T 3. Mean predicted proportions by the characteristic curves approach on the test sample for the
different vegetation indices

True
Themes NDVI PVI Blue Red NIR SWIR proportion

Urban 4.5 4.7 7.2 4.1 6.6 3.4 6.7
Water 3.9 2.5 4.6 4.0 1.2 3.8 0.3
Rapeseed 16.1 18.1 15.2 10.8 21.7 21.1 12.3
Winter crops 36.8 35.5 27.6 31.8 32.7 32.1 48.3
Spring crops 2.6 2.6 4.0 2.1 2.2 2.2 0.7
Peas 12.3 14.3 7.7 21.2 14.0 14.1 11.6
Summer crops 2.4 2.0 10.5 3.2 4.4 3.9 2.1
Permanent crops 5.7 4.06 9.8 4.8 3.8 5.8 4.5
Forest 13.0 13.8 9.4 14.8 10.6 11.4 13.0
Potatoes 2.7 2.5 4.0 3.2 2.9 2.3 0.7

‘rapeseed’ that is certainly due to the similarity of the characteristic curves.
With our data, the matrix of the characteristic curves is badly conditioned and,
consequently, despite the imposed constraints, the estimation of the parameters is
unstable.

5.2 The multilogit approach

The class ‘urban’ was chosen as the reference class because of its stability along
time. For almost all channels, the first ten principal components explain more than
98% of the variability of the reflectance curves. The principal components were
selected with a high nominal level of 15% because of the low power of the likelihood
ratio test. Even if the first principal component generally explains more than 50%
of the variance, it was not systematically selected by this test.

The estimated functional coefficients for the NDVI are drawn in Fig. 4. For
classes corresponding to agricultural plots, one can recognize some biological
cycles. On the other hand, for the stable classes such as ‘forest’ or ‘permanent
crops’, the functional coefficients are rather flat. The prediction errors are given in
Table 4. We can see that these errors are systematically better for each channel,
than the errors of model M0. The predictions seem to be better with the PVI.
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F. 4. Functional coefficients of the multilogit approach for the NDVI index.

T 4. Median errors on the test sample for the functional multilogit model and the reference model
M0. Bold face numbers correspond to the best predictions

Themes NDVI PVI Blue Red NIR SWIR M0

Urban 0.49 0.36 0.47 0.54 0.41 0.51 0.86
Water 0.43 0.29 0.78 0.62 0.61 0.31 1.30
Rapeseed 0.48 0.46 0.45 0.50 0.47 0.47 0.59
Winter crops 0.20 0.21 0.19 0.20 0.22 0.19 0.30
Spring crops 0.58 0.56 0.60 0.61 0.65 0.61 0.69
Peas 0.50 0.43 0.45 0.43 0.48 0.46 0.63
Summer crops 0.61 0.68 0.61 0.60 0.76 0.53 0.88
Permanent crops 0.47 0.46 0.52 0.49 0.46 0.50 0.61
Forest 0.34 0.36 0.34 0.31 0.45 0.35 0.98
Potatoes 0.90 0.93 0.94 0.90 1.06 0.85 1.31

5.3 Comparison and discussion

First, let us notice that the functional multilogit approach, even if it is less natural,
gave better predictions for all channels and indices than the characteristic curves
method. The main drawback of the latter was the variability of its predictions, even
when they are as effective as the multilogit approach, as seen in Fig. 5, which can
be mainly due to the identifiability problem of the parameters (recall the discussion
about transfer between crops). The satellite Spot 4 was launched in March 1998
and we only had data for the end of the growth period. Moreover, there was a long
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F. 5. Predicted proportions of the theme ‘forest’ for both methods with the channel PVI.

rainy period during this spring and that is why we only kept Kó39 images to
perform the analysis. This can explain, for instance, that the ‘rapeseed’ and ‘winter
crops’ curves were very similar and we had problems predicting the proportions of
these crops. With better data, the results would probably have been better.

Nevertheless, the effectiveness of the multilogit model may be moderated.
Indeed, it relies on a precise estimation of the location parameters dj which
represent a kind of mean value of each crop j. If we have to make predictions in
an area whose partition of the crops is very different then we might get into trouble.

The best predictions seem to be obtained when using the PVI index. For
instance, the errors were reduced by about 60% compared with the reference model
M0. Thus, combinations of the original wavelengths may be more appropriate to
predict the land use and our future work will deal with finding optimal combinations
of the available channels.

6 Concluding remarks

We demonstrated that the use of the temporal evolution of reflectances of mixed
pixels allows us to recover information on land use. The procedure needs a learning
sample in order to estimate the land use. On the application data we showed that
a functional multilogit model gave better results than a more classical functional
approach based on characteristic curves. We have built models on observed channel
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reflectances and on composite indices. We noticed that the latter gave the better
predictions.

In the application, we used each channel reflectance separately and certainly the
use of several channel reflectances simultaneously may be better and should be
studied. The fact that vegetation composite indices gave better results support this
point. Two composite indices were used, PVI is a linear combination of two
channel reflectances where NDVI is a non-linear combination. This leads to
searching linear as well as non-linear combinations of channel information. This
point needs further investigation and will be studied more deeply.

The data set was split into a learning sample in which the land use and the
reflectances were known and a test sample for which we predicted the land use.
The area where the information was taken is sufficiently homogeneous but, in a
practical case, this may not be the case. We must study how to take into account
prior information about the land use and the evolution of reflectance themes in the
prediction set.

Other methods could also have been used for the prediction. Regression trees or
neural networks are potential candidates (see Hastie et al., 2001). These methods
are known to be better if threshold effects or strong non-linear effects are suspected
to exist. A preliminary work with CART, not presented in this paper, gave good
results but this point needs further investigation.
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